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The Ideal Beer
UDWEISER is the standard of quality
by which
B
1-.) all other beers are judged.

tikR. LANT SAYS THAT RAIL- IN TEN
DAYS I. C. GOES INTO CABINET MEN ARE TELLING
ROAD DID NOT GIVE
NASHVILLEE OVER NEW
WHAT THE QUIET ORDER
HIM CARS.
CONNECTION.
MEANS.
City Engineer Has Finished Drawing Through Passenger
and Freight Runs Heads ef Departments Will Have to
of Third t9 Adams, Showing
Will Follow as Soon as Road
Deal With Troublesome OfficeFeet Owned by All.
Can Be Ballasted.
Seekers.

Commanding the highest price, yet
leading in
sales, proves that its superiority is recog
nized throughout the world.
Sales for 1904, 130,388,320
Bottles.

Just as
on as the brick arrive
Nashville, Oct. 24.—President StuyWashinleon, D. C. Oct. 24.—ttotWhat Evansville for the reconstruc- vesant Fish of the Illinois Central withetanding
that they are supposed
lion work on South Third street the railroad has announced that the
I. C. to be hound by the president's inevil" will be finished and that thor- and Southern will be running their structions
to do no talking to the
(labiate accepted by the board of own trains in and out of Nastivitle, press, member
s of the cabinet are
exaks and esti/mates given against the Tenn., .overn the Tennessee Central hastening to explain
the meaning of
abutting property owners.
tracks within the next ten days. How- the executive order knocking the
botMr. Lint of the Evansvilie firm, ever, it is not supposed that through tom out of a time-honored civil serMates that the reason he could not passenger service will .he established vice ride in order that they may
save
Wet the brick here before now was from Chicago to Nashville by way of themselves fronn being stamped when
beciuse the Illinois Central railroad this city for about three months.
congress newohes Washington.
The I. C. is wow engaged in relaywas so crowded with business that
The new order gi4es the members
they did not have any spare freight. ing and ballasting its tracks both of the cabinet full authority to recars to give bins, therefore the con- north of Evansville and south of it to MiOve any subordinate at will, withsignments could not be forwarded on Hopkineville. It will be necessary to out the necessity of filing charges.
St. Louis, U. S. A.
trim As soon as M.Lent gave this improve the Tennessee Central tracks This was brought into being to get
as his reason for not forwarding the from Hopkineriffe to Nashville, be- rid of a chauffeur who bad the auIlellaterial, City Engineer Washington fore they wiih permit the fast service, dacity to run his automobile around
Orders Promptly Filled by
General Agent John Donavan, of but the work can be accomplished add in front of the president's carB. C. Loebletn, Mgr. Anheuser-Busch
Illinois Centred of this city, to within three nvontles. Nearly 5,000 riage, mid it proved to be quick and
Branch, Paducah, Ky.
Corl4ea or TM Capped
the matter up with Supt. Egan, men are now at work baleasting the effective.
irsthe Louisville con, and see if tracks of the Evansville division and
l
The difficulty, floweveer, emits to
could nibt be gotten over to the work will soon be completeed
be that nine-tenths of the political
Evansville -for the stripmenitV
; The through passenger and freight wiorkers villio are thirsting for office
service will in all probability be es- wilt aefuse to believe, even on a
city being on mir.
. Egan's
stack
also. The road officials leaversoni- tablished as soon as the tracks are of bibles, any statement which a heaa
impacrr
ed and the first of the year of a department may make that he
pliedl with the re9uest and genie of
the brick should be here by now. It rail. see through passenger trains has no position open to a deserving
will take about 150,000 to finish the froirs Chicabo to Nashville through and weil-recortunended party workwork, brick bAng akar to Third and this city over the T. C.. The South- er. Heretofore senators and repreBroad, on one side of the street car ern will also make similar arrange- sentatives, when approached by the
We have just opened an up-to-date
office-seekers, who dleecend
hock, and only a few hundred feet ments.
upon
land:wellTstocked hardware deIn
about
tee days the actual taking Washington like the Hun".and Vanbehind on the other side-, while the
part
ment
for our establishment,
-Jpecial brick inside the rails are right oveir of the Tennessee Central by the de's when they think voile are in
are: carrying a mammoth
tyro road%
sight. could truthfully say that every
be completed
along there Mimi.
stock
reco
gnized as one of the finest in the state.
office was so comteletely protected
The city engineer has compieted hi'
It includes
towing on Third as far up as Adams IPOTATO FAMINE UP NORTH. by the civil, service rules. that it wouki
be easier to put the camel through the
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware,
street, .showing the numb& of feet
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the
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federal
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drawing is being ancle so that
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enter and Brick-mason brToo1s1Wire Nails
pelled to Get New Seed.
, Senator
, Builders'
s and representatives after
estimates can be issued against the
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal
Ildljacent landowners, showing how
Crooicton, Minn., Oct. 24.—Pota- withstanding the rush as long as they
toStlaat carried by the
much they owe on their portion oft he eoes in Northern Mlmsesota are *ear- can, will unkind their troubles on the
leading houses of the country.
work's cost. The drawing will in- ly as wetly as apples.. Farmers who departments', and it will then be seen
clude every piece of property tyielg planted quarter sections of the tubers whether the cabinet officers will be
ont against the previaon Thad. and around on Broad over are not receiving a yield large enough able to hold ,
Being buyers in large quantities, andk-4an
to Fourth, and when convicted, the to warrant digging anil thousands of sion, which is not always soft and
a basis'with leadestimates against the property own- acres will be allowed to rot in the gentle, that will be brought to bear.
ingh
ouse
s,
we
are in position to give the7best forithe
In scene of the departments the efground rathter than create expense
era Will be issued.
least money.
fect of the new order has been very
through
digging
operations.
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of this city, the entire seed stock of
the Red river valley must be dhanged for promiotione is better understood
AS DOVE OF PEACE.
before the crop can again be profit- rhea' elsewhere, and naturally the
comphint is bitter.
able. He say.:
Senator Clapp of Minnesota today
American Minister win Try to Settle
"Seed must be imported from some
Venesnela.France Dispute.
locality sir localities in which the rot said he would join with Senator Doiend bftht, so disastrous to the crop liver in an effort to report from the
Caracas, Venezuela, Oct. 24—The in tide deletion Mi. year, is not upper- interstate coiranerce comnittee a railoveenneent at Wisehington has coin- rent. Obberirtse the rot will continue road rate bill embodying the presiineoned tile American minister, Mr. yeas by gear to devastate the fields deist's views. Senator Cullom recentkusell, to endeavor to arrange the of she tubers, and formers who plant ly indicated that be would give his
Franco-Venezuelan diplomatic inci- the vines will have their troopbbe for influence to web measure, so that
1,11rt Room-wit appears to have the
dent. Mr. Russell wil go to Los Te-% nothing.
coves today and have an interview
'The rot this year is widespread votes of three of the eight republican
with Presides* Castro.
and leaves hardly a potato in the mi- members of dr committee assured
ler Jihad' is fit for either the table ce for his prograrnme. •
for use another year as seed. Montana and southern districts in which
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the tuber is gown have not been afLET ISTHMUS CANAL PROJfected by the trouble to such a great
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extent, but the crop is nevertheless
COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY short all arbund and importation from
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the future of the Panama canal to the
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morning Mayor Yeisar tion was called to a story in a mornty Medical society will hold its regular bi-eteekey meeting at the office Farmers who void tfCeir crop early in selected Mesdames James Campbell, ing paper in which a prominent enof Dr. C. E. Purcell in the Fraternity the season Ire rejoicing at their good Sr., Cook Husband, and Atrisrney W. gineer just returned from Panama
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who.fails can never, by any pre...Ability stranger. "But I advise you to ask Thomas. of 'Mermen, Kr; Mr. and W. T. Threlkeld
what he pleases for promotion costs: fected passenger trains 'rise Change
Miss
and
Senithiand
of
Milher,
C.
M
be as dangerous to the community as the gentleman you are to sleep with Mrs.
F.. Gemeincon of Calvert City;
he eta appropriate to himself ituch to ears. engines and roadt
ay by these
PiesJoie
Miss
and
the !scoundrel who succeeds: and of for an ad4itional penny. He should Mrs. ly L. Chestnut And VIPs 'Min Dreit Cowper
may fall to 'hit syn- aOtgdrenti itsitOkitioteir to
as
bonuses
stock
*10.671.
Smfthsland.
Of,
ail the men in the country, the worst give if to yen gladly."
lid,
Duvall,of Gilbertsville; ter.luad Mrs
•
. ee. t
A, e,
• ! nee
(Continued from First Page.)
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Ladies' Pants and Vests

een

Ladies' Union Suits

Children's Underwear

We are Members of the Retail
Merchants' Association

W. C. T. U. MEETS

PURCWITHOMPSON
1497 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.

INFANT DIED
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction fiodranteed
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
,larm,mwmows_
THE RIVER NEWS CABLE DUE BUSINESS WORLD REMODELING THEATRICAL NOTES
[(midi°
Syringes
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers

OR

BOTH PHONES 72

S KNIT
EASON,
LIR ARJNDERLPLETE
WHAT

4
4

6 07 2 3 SOUTH THIRD STREET

Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 19.5; ,
Chattanooga, 2.0; thing.
Cincinnati, 17.0; tieing.
Evan.svible, 7.9; rising.
Florence, missing.
Johnsonville, 3.3; falling.
Louisville, 6.1; thing.
Mt. Cannel, 10.5; fallings
Nashville, 10.5; falling.
Pit miners, 5.2; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 7.3; failing.
St. Louis, 147; billing.
Mt. Vernon, missing.
Paducah, 9.3; rising.

. BLACK
98c GAR-

SHMERE •
WHITE,

SHMERE
GREY AT

L VESTS
RMENT—

WOOL
SECONDS
7ec OAR-

ING JERID PANTS
48c GAR-

7INO JERSUITS IN .
;S 3 TO 6.
o.
COTTON "
Soc.
STIC RIB. •
Sl oc
WHITE
WEIGHT,

Tonight's Great Show,
MANAGER JOYNES WILL PUT THE POAGE CLOTHING ES- OF I .C. FREIGHT HOUSE TO
f'
warm reception is in store for
TABLISHMENT CLOSED BY.
IT DOWN ON ITS
BE 'DEFERRED UNTIL
SHE
"The Fortune Teller," which comes
ARRIVAL.
AFTER RUSH.
to the Kentucky tonight. Milton and
)
Sargent Amorn offer . the original
ComIndustrial Commissioner Clair Comes Alice. Neilsen production, which is
The Electricians Are Daily Working Liveryman John Terrell Will
sufficient . guarantee that the scenic
Here Today From Chicago—
mence Moving Soon—Cotton
on Big Switchboard at Exchange
equipment,
costumes, and effects are
Brought Out.
Movements of Road Men.
Building.
of the most lavish description. That
this charming comic opera, containing the best efforts of Victor Herbert
Potter
General Agent John Donovan, of
Lee
Manager Joyrses, of the East Tern
Yesterday Sheriff
and Htarry B. Smith, will be adminmelee Telephone\company, is daily closed the W. K. Poage clothing es- the Illinois .Central railroad, some ably presented is warranted by the
expecting from Chicago the cable tablishment, on Broadway between weeks ago got the higher authorities names in the cast. Grace Orr Myers
which is to go tlwough the under- Thfrd and Fourth streets., on orders to empower him to have the general sings the prima donna rose of Innia
ground conduits leading out from from the local au -cult court, and now freight office building in Sixth and and Musette. to which she is admirenlarged
and ably adapted, it. is said, both in voice'
Campbell
streets
Yesterday afternoon the steamer rear o f the Exchange building on has charge of this store.
Lag week in this court a judgment rerniodeled so as to properly care fer and histrionic talent; Grafton Baker
Tennessee got away for the Tennes- South Fourth beneath the alley to
see river. She comes back again next Kentucky avenue and then out the ave- against the Paducah clothier was giv- their growing business. Yesterday amply fine, the exacting requirements
Sanity. She is thoroughly over- nue to points one hundred feet radi- en in favor of the Robert Wicks corn Mr. Donovan stated, however, that of the tenor role, Irene Langfottd; is
hauled, repainted and. put in good ating from the intersection of Fourth pany, of Chicago, for $5,433.22, claim- he wcrold not have the worn( started charming in the part of Mlle. Porn
and the avenue. Just as soon as the ed due on notes Mn. Poage executed until after the big fail rush usually Pom, and. Harry Tnrpin sings the
shape for the trade.
cables come they will be run through in purchasing goods Isom that con- corning on in the freight line towards basso numbers of the gypsy lover.
The &trainee Clyde came out of the
the
conduit, and the overhead wires cern. Being unable to give bond for the erni of the year. The working , The excellent comedy trio, Milton
-Tennessee river yesterday and lays
then taken down
the verdict the execution was yester- of carpenters and others around the Dawson, Herman Hischberg
and
until torpor:sow afternoort at 5 o'clock
day awarded' the Chicago concern building would hamper the freight James IsncElhern, are cast for the
A
large
force
of
expert
electricians
before getting out on her return that
feeces in handling their business duothree principal laugh-producing oharway. That is her reguiar day under continue daily at work installing the and the stock of clothifig of Mr. in‘T
the busy season, so the improveof
by
the
sheriff,
charge
taken
Poage
fine
new
switchboard
beiag
placed
in
I warm. °them who are most favorthe schedule of departures for ,this
at the exchange rooms. 'Mete are who ie directed to ..setl same within a ments will be held over until about ably nwntioned in the. cast are Ivy
comgany's line of boats.
December or the first of the year.
Davis as Vaninka, Flossie Foreman
The City of Saltino should pass out thousands of small wires to be con- specified time if a. settlement of the
judgment
is
not
made.
nected
up
and
other things to be atas Rafael, Charles Phiblips as Koof the Tenneeeee river tomorrow
Industrial Commissioner.
night ben.ind back to St. Louis from tended to, WWI it will take 4110;
pace), and James Feney as Potemkin.
Commissioner J. C.
Industrial
Move.
About
Ready
to
yet
to
get
things
coriropletelf.
Thome are sixty persons employed in
the Tenneco's river.
Liveryman John Terrell is pushing Chili-, of the Illinois Central, will ar- the
presentation of "The Fortune
The Bofi Dudley coine l in this new board is in the rear portion of
o'clock
the
building
on
the
second
floor,
,
things
getting hi new stable finished rive here this morning at 7:30
Teller," net the least important factor
morning henn the C
anet river
immediately
and gets out ierarwdiatety on her re- where emesiderably more roone exists on Jefferson between Fourth and. frrnn Chicago, and leave
being the chorus of well trained male
Mir.
Colconda.
first
boat
for
on
the
than
eiehlere
the
present
old
board
Fifth
turn that way.
streets, and believes that he
voices and ginle who are not only fair
Secretary
front part of that story. will have thing's finished enough to Clair yesterday wired
•
The Henry Harley gets in this
to look upon, but who can sing and
meet
the switchboard new ma- begin moving day alter tomorrow Coon of the Corrirniercia1 club to,
.morning an leaves immediately on
dance.
what
his
did
not
state
but
him
here,
elisery and other apparntie is being born the old stand beside the post-her return to Evansville.
Golcondla
and
Paducah
mission
to
This morning the Dirk Fowler re' itletathirl and Manager Perms
office on Fifth street between BroadReturns After Many Years.
'snows her old business in the Caine heves the pl-ant win be unexcelled way and Jefferson. The is as anxious comprised He is at the bead of the
"Where is the little boy who used
railtrade, leaving at ft o'ctock and com- when ?le new issegraerements are to get his new place finished and tnov department maintained by. the
to sing in the gallery?" is a question
inlocate
helping
purpose
of
road
for
ing back tnnight about it.
The completed, it costing thnusands of ed into as the Elks are for thie, the
that has been askedJ. A. Coburn,
towns touched by the
%Woven which has been filling her dollars to do this.
manager of the Great Barlow Minlatter's desire being occasioned in: or- dnetries'at the
roach and in het assist in upbuilding strel's which inlays here Saturday matpram, goes into the Evansville trade,
The new switchboterd is the most der that the old stable oars be torn
IR business interests of cities en- inee and night.
keying here tomorrow morning 'kr
Vitent of renowned electri- down to make room for the hand`kited
by the Illinois Central.
that city, 'This will put two boats
Some years ago, Arthein Samson,
and is a great convenience as SOTrie home the lodge will erect on
back in the -Evansville trade again. eonigared with the old one.
then a little fellow in knee pants and
that site. It will take Mr. Terrell
Railroaders.
Movements of
the possessor of a high soprano voice,
only about one or two days to move
Chairman John A. Hill, of the joint
as he jiset has to take his horses and
will be remembered as singing in the
Brotherhood
the
G000d Business.
board
for
protective
gallery in answer to a song sung by
vehicles over, and carry to the new
Of Railway Carmen, yesterday mornA writer ss he spends his summers place what hay and
feedstuff is ir the ing left for other places cm the Illi- one of the end men with this comat the seashore tetls the follow:ng loft of the old stable.
pany.
the cardons Central after visitir
story: An ignorant countryman who
His fathers Ed C. Samson, was a'so
Bringing Out Cotton.
men's local order the nigft before.
WRIST AN DCRASK BROKE ON saw the sea for the first time was
member of the show at that time
a
of
the
coining
out
The
strainers
yesterday
for
Mir. W. E. Kelley left
FERRYBOAT BETTIE
much impressed with the effect of
as
interlocutor and bass singer, but
OWEN.
the blue water, and asked a fisher- Tennessee river every few days are the Louis-vilie division after inspect- unfortunately flied shortly afterward,
cotton
now
-of
Illinois
bringing
some
babes
the
at
ing the local storeroom
man if he could tell the owner, as he
leaving Arthur his only child.
I iiike to telly a gallon to take from up nom waterway, and it looks Central. 1;le is connected with the
Whine attending one of the New
like okl times to see the white pro- general storekeeper's office at Chihe his wife. The fisherman reIt Will Take One Week to Fix Same,
York
theaters a short tmie ago Me.
duct passing through the etreets, be- cago.
plied, proudly:
and Pending That Charleston
Coburn noticed a young man who apfrom
ing transferred from boat to railroad.
returned
has
M. Rens Given
"Us, me man—we own it!"
Fills the Track.
peared and began singing in a rich
ti has been some years since cotton a trip to Louisville.
"Land's sakes!" exclaimed the rusbaritone voice. The face and features
his
resigned
was shipped through here by boat,
has
Beyer
Mr. George
tic. "Could you sell me a gallon lot
seemed very familiar, but the voice
because the railroads are gradually place at the Illinois woodworking
50
cents"
lw
knew not. Looking at the proTfelay the steamer Oharleeton will
building up to the Tenneseee and shops, and in a few days leaves for
"Sure," said the fisherman; and he Cumberland rivers, and get this trade near Topeka, Kan., with his family, to gramme to 'his utter surprise he read,
eoemmente making tripe for the ferryholgoilettie Owen between this city, nisappeared, returning in a few mo- because they can trail-port the cot- locate on the farm he has bought "Arthur Sinn." Not the little boy
s'9 he knew him, when in knee pants
Brookpoet and the Illinois Lauding ments with a jar of water, for which ton more quickly than any marine there.
he climbed the gallery stairs and
tempo
he
receired
the
oppretrite. She will continue
countryman's so craft.
nightly thrilled the-hearts of hmidirs'ds
rarity in that trade emelt the ferryboat cents.
Long Distance Line.,
Her Unhappy Way.
he sang from above, but instead a
as
is repaired of the broken wrist and
The Tauter departed with his purManager ii. A. !Aye, of the inde"That girl has an unfortunate idea yonng man with a tone and quality
crank which became impaired Mon- chase. Returning later in the day, pendent Telephone company, says ef repartee."
of rare ability.
day afternoon.
after the tide had gone out, he gazed their king distance line from here to
"Yes,", answered Miss Cayenne.
-Remembering the question so often
At that time the Owen wee return- in silent wonder at the water, whicT Louisville will shortly be completed, "She has art idea that she is saying
asked
him. Mir'. Coburn immediateing (runs Ilrookpert on one of her had receded far from the beach.
and that when this is. done the new ,smart things when she is merely say- ly arranged an interview, in conseregular trip., when she reached a
"Isunerner he exclaimed, "don't pfetile owning the local concern will ing things that smart "—Washingquence of which, he once again offers
point opmate the Illienis Central in- they 4,, a trader—Harper'. Weekly. make other ;limn-memoirs.
tnn Star.
the mtieh asked for little singer, not
chins Sinklienly the wrist neunk broke
as the little boy who responded nighton one Vide of her, and she wao comly to encores, that thundered from pit
pered to dose down the engine furto dome. but a young man of rich
nishing piiwesr feu that side, and come
powerful voice which still retains all
on into *he .harbor by operating
the sweetness and beauty as of olds
only the engine for the other side.
together with a volume which nature
All of yenterday . the 'mechanics
,bas been kind in bestowing as the
worked with her, but it will take
years have brought manhood to. "The
about one week to4
4
-everythin
ter
g
little boy who used to sing in the
again
,
intro proper running
gallery."
leston
lend pending that time t '
)
Ws the place of the Owen.
Runs a Hotel.
r,l ill<jlife
f-d
The Chatleston will carry her cram
crew with exeeption of Capt. Alex
"I believe ha doing business on a
Woolfolk, the veteran pilot of the
cash basis," remarked one of the parferryboat, stoles will steer the other
ty.
craft while she is i nthie trade.
"So do 1," said another. "I believe
the old rule, 'Pay as you go,' is a
Lesson in Etymology.
good one."
"It', good enough in some lines,"
(Philadelphia Press.)
said the man with a two-pound diaSlie—rVic.ni 1 dn
-'t—irr737717M7
mond in hie scarf, "but over the desk
servant girl were listening at the keyin my office I have a sign saying,
LQ., fi• PUNA •
,Pay before you go'"
>.,isingers,pancerslia • s.Comadians•
rHe—Nor I.
That's a woman's
"I should think that "was demand\
Ift-mnedItyolupiothe
inShouts Ragtime Hit3
ing too much," said the first man.
Ototogut and nine Beet and in
She—Ohl indeed"?
"Not at all • I run a hotel."
Ile—Of course. That's why its
At The Kentucky Saturday Matinee and Night.
exiled Eve's dropping
Subscribe fbr THE REGISTER.
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The kind that don't spring a
leak every time you use them.
They are made of new rubber
—rubber that has stretch in it
—new Paca rubber, the best
Yet

J. N. Oehlschlaeger,
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.

Bacon's Malarial
Iola Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH , A REPUTATION IN PADUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE soc.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED

BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
Jackson Sta. phone 137,
71h && Clay
Sta., phone g&

111111111111=1:1111811MMIMMINIMIMIMIMINIR
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.

1HAYES
7th and Broadway.
Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and delivered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
1111111111.1111111111111111•1111111111111

Lemon Chill Tonic
* IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUBLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.

II. T. Hessig. M.D.
Office
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
The actuary of the Mutual Life Insmance company tef New York was
on the witness stars yesterday. He
explained the dividend system of the
company and said that at one time
the company had almost.failirtil
-- adopted t ine industrial plan
ins uarrsce.
4
'
1 it*
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Best Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the.OrdinaryiCoal.

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATED.)

Second and Ohio Streets.

•

Co

M. BUDD, Manager.

Both Telephone Numbers 234
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OUT OF EUROPE

FOR WOMEN

BIG DEFICIT

THE BLOOD RED TURK WILL
HAVE TO MOVE
SOON.

AND WOMEN ONLY

IN SIGHT THROUGH COI4DUCT
OF THE POSTAL
SERVICE.

Much That Every_Woman Desires to
Know About Sangke, Antiseptic
Cleansing and the Care of the
Skin, Scalp, Hair, and Hands,

Indications Are That the Sum Will
Reach $18,e00,000—Big Increase
Over Last Year.

England Is Preparing to Leave Him
to the Mercies of the
Powers.

(London Cablegram.)
The Dardeirelles itself is a little
'over forty-three miles long and is
from thriee to four miles wide, but at
the narrowest part is not nacce than
r,000 yards across. This is at a point
'guarded by Chanak Kalesi Castle,
where huge chains are used to bar the
passage. The strait connects the Sea
of Marmara with the Aegean and is
supposed to be the key of the Turk-,
aid/ capital.

WHAT CUTICURA
DOES FOR WOMEN
Too much stress cannot be placed
on the great value of Cuticura Soap;
Ointment, and Pills in the antiseptic cleansing of the mucous surfaces, and of the blood and circulating
fluids, thus affording pure, sweet, and
economical local and constitutional
treatment for weakening ulcerations,
inflammations, Itchings, irritations,
relaxations,displacements, pains, and
irregularities peculiar to females.
Hence the Cuticura remedies have a
wonderful influence in restoring
health, strength, and beauty to weary
women, who have been prematurely
aged and invalided by these distressing ailments. as well as such sympathetic afflictions as anwmia,chlorosis,
hysteria, and nervousness.
Women from the very first 4ave
fully appreciated the purity and sweetness, the power to afford iminodiate
relief, the certainty of speedy and
permanent cure, the absolute safety
and great economy which have made
Cuticura the standard humour remedy of the civilized world

Abdul Hamid's days as a European
-rnonardh are believed to be numbered..
An agitation now is being conducted
in Great Britain in favop of the withdrawal o fwhat up to now has been
the keystone of England's foneign
policy—the veto against the advance
the Russian empire to Constantinople. The Spectator, the great British political weekly, has joined the
agitation, and it has come to be almost a rule in British politics that
measures supported by the Spectator
are bound sooner or later to become
accomplished facts.
Like Monroe Doctrine.
For generations Great Britain has
- tiphekl the integrity of
Xurkey
through a fear that if any European
the sultan's country
Power seized
England's sea route to India via the
Cured by Cuticura.
Suez canal would be endangered in
"I suffered five years with a terrible
,.. time of war. The integrity of Turkey Itching eczema, my body and face beleum been to the government of India big covered with sores. Never in my
: i
What the Monroe doctrine is to the life did I experience such awful suffer-United States, and the sultan has re- ing, and I longed for death, which I
felt was near. I had tried doctors and
-lied on the necessity of England' to medicines
without success, but my
only mother insisted that I try Cuticula.
.aepport his throne as his
saving hold on his European posses- I felt better after the first application
of Cuticura Ointment, and was soon
-*ions.
" Now, however', the new Anglo-Jap- entirely well. Mrs. A. Etaon, Belleanese alliance is a guarantee of the vue, Mich.
5
" %•
n
=
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safety of India, and Englishmen are tbsVZ
irs
ga
ag
p2
==
eirsies toe"A
Mar Wousa.
-preparing to give op their objection
-to Russian occupation of Turkey.
England realizes that Russia within
-the next few ream must have warm
...-ileister seaports, and if these axe not
,c-abtained in Turkey, they will be on
•;elfhe Persian gulf, which is too unoarfortably new India, even with the FOR LEGAL VOTERS TO REGIS•
TER EVE,BEFOREeihrdlualirdlu
Anglo-Japariene aliiance in begin, for
CONTEST.
e complete tranquility.
••
Fear of an Alliance.
' 'Mother reason for the startling
in England's near Eastern The Provision of the Law Grant* is the fear of a tsong alliance
ing This Chance and the Days
Russia and Germany. The
Therefore.
,dearest desire of Englishmen at pros'
'. eat is to weaken Germ:illy and to
destroy the growing inCrisacy beAll legally qualified voters who
tween the czar and the kaiser. Ger- were unavoidably out of town on
' teeny is now the predominant power Tuesday, October 3 to 17—the days
II Constantinople, and the kaieer is of the general registration—or who
-very ambitious to maintain his infltr- were sick themselves or kept at home
" fence in the Turkish capital, for Ger- by the sickness of some named mem.' linen capital is heavily invested in ber of the family may register on
'Asia Ni6nor, and Germane have emir MOnday, Tuesday and Wiednesday be10 regard Asia Minor as the place for
fore the November election by going
-*do next colonial venture. If Eng- to the county clerk's office and makland withdraws her objection' to the ing affidavit to the fact. The law gov"'Russian flag floating. over Constan- erning the supplemental registration
nople, the only bdr to the slow is as follows:
lieilarch on Turkey would be German
"Any person entitled to register
i'ticn. and an apple of discord who was necessarily absent from the
thus would be thrown between the city of his residence during the days
rear and kaiser which would lead to allowed for registration herein, or
the severance of the strong ties of who was ill during said time, or who
friendship that now bind the two was unable to attend the place of
monarchs together.
registration on account of the sickEnglamrs statesmen as yet have ness of some named member of his
-not declared openly that they intend family, may have his nine placed
abandwi their anti-Russian policy upon the registry for the lprecinct in
in Tarkey, for the decision is so mo- which he lives, by attending the
mentous a one that the Britieli goy- county clerk's office on Monday,
- eminent nista be sure Engliehmen as Tuesday and Wednesday preceding
.-a 'Ante favor the move before they the November election in each year.
'lake the fine' step.
and making affidavit before the clerk
Lansdowne Favors It.
showing the facts required to be
It is known, however, that Lord seated in the registry and showing
'Lansdowne regards the suggestion the absence or sickness referred to.
"with favor, and it is believed that it Any person prpsent in the county
will not be long before a public an- clerk's office my challenge the right
aouncement is made which will indi- of any voter to register under this
- este how the undercurrents are mov- section, and thereupon the county
:iing.
clerk shall examine sucd... voter and
The sultan has been informed by any witness who may be offered, un--the Tin-kith ambassador in London of der oath, and shall hear and deternew direction England is consid- mine the question of his right to reg,
acting taking in the near East, and ister. The duties herein imposed upthere is consternation in Yi:diz on the county clerk may be per-11(iosk. Abdul Humid is helpless, and formed by his deputy and he may ad.van kilo nothing to stop the inevitable minister oaths under this law.
:-Mescovite advance into Turkey, once
No fee is charged for tegistration
'England's support of his rule vanish- under this section.
et. When that occurs the sick man
11 be, moved back into Asia, and
Worst Than No Excuse.
mope no more will know a prophet
(Pittsburg Dispatch.)
.f Maherriet.
Drunkenness as a defense for murplain statePoor Richard Junior's Philosophy. der can be reduced to the
bent on
man
drpnIcen
that
ment
a
—
commission of crime is as dangerous
(Saturday Evening Post.)
little here below to the individual against wlibm his efMan
forts are directed as is the man who
ero
al lion is often a white ele- is sober. If the courts are to take as
The
argument for acquittal the work of a
ant.
Musical comedy uncovers a multi- man charged with felony that he is
irresponsible because it was commitof shins.
Woman votes in some states; she ted while he was drunk the possibilities are dangerous. What is to pre•les everywhere.
Money may talk, but it has a poor vent every deliberate murderer from
hiding behind this defense, a's so
. • y on the witness stand,
many of them have hidden behiod the
at
stkk
big
the
The big stick—yes,
ruling of a court that -there is .emothing until they accomplish it.
- Some people who are too busy to tional insanity? Is it net possible, if
. 'ralc call themselves conservatives. one man is *quitted of crime or Ins
Ten-dollar hospitality on a one- sentence is made nothing anore than
a few years' confinement because the
.r man ie eleven dollars wasted.
arime was an act done while he was
the influence of liquor, that it
under
Russia
in
strike
railroaders'
The
\
. nearly tied up alo,• the lines. Tref- will serve to increde the number of
felonies of that clieracter?
,
is about at a standistill.

TORTURING HUMOR

ONE MORE CHANCE

I

EDGAR1N:WHITTEMORE, EXCIURSII S
St. Louis and Tennessee River Packet company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.

$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.

(Washington Telegram.)
Estimates made at the department
iedieate that the postal deficit this
year will be about $18,500,000. It was
$14,350,000 during thealast fiscal year.
People directly and indirectly interested in the question of carrying the
mails for the government are already
bestirring themselves, for in certain taUCAH REAL ESTATIS. WESTERN KENTUCICY FARMS. SAM
been
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 'WM 11LKN
quarters the suggestion has
made that inasmuch as the governKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL.AND PRICE LIST
mient will have to take stet's to stop
FREE TO EVERYBOWY. =ND FOR IT.
the big leaks that cripple its reIMO it W.
sources, it might be a good idea to
cut down the arnoures that are annually voted the railways and steam%V. Mk* Oliver.
Geo. W. Oliver.
ship and steamboat companies. It
Ben*" Ky.
Paducah, Ky,
has been pointed out that the‘rates
Tiros B. McGregory,
paid the companies are just as high
FOR
Beaton, Ky.
as they were ten or more years ago.
But the question is also being asked,
who will have the nerve to buck
against the companiesoWill the move
be Made by President Roosevelt, or
HAVE ARPNIVED
Secretary Shaw assume such a
responsibility?
Meanwhile the annual expenditures
for the extension of the free rural deAn elegant line of imported cloths
livery system are increasing with
amazing rapidity. It will not be long and suiting, for Fall and Winter.
OFFICES: Benton Ky., resu. bank
before this service will call for a
Make your &elections now and
yearly approopriation of not less
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
than $2e,00cs00o. No one possessed, of avoid the rush.
Room 14 Fraternity Building,
ordinary gumption thinks for a moNew Phone Lis.
Oki Phone 3o3.
ment that any but a reckless eongreseman would take the initiative in
trying to curtail a service that is such
a woncierfid ,coneenience in nearly
MERCHANT TAILOR&
eiery district in the Union except the 516
Opp. Fraternity Bid.
Broadway,
Eleventh Kentucky, which hasn't yet
Apoperation.
had a route put in
parently free rural delivery will be
TAfKE NO SUBSTITUTE
increased rather than decreased.
SCOTT
BROS. & CO.'S CELEThe railway and steamboat comBRATED
$40,000,000
about
panies are getting
If you want your clothes cleaned,
a yawl out of the government for carrying the mails. If a fight is made
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
ors these oampanies there will be
for'
winter,
Rose 3arg South Third Street. I have
next
here
lively times
this, in addition to the rate question,
the nicest line cl samples for tints
would still further complicate natIn the city. Suits made to ardor.
ters.
Icople who want to see some of
this "pie" Mien away from the cornPanics insist that the greater pert
of the money spent for transporting WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST.
the mails by rail is nothing short of
a subsidy. It is a noteworthy fact.
however, that about the only contract
Thiablert Banding.
that is fought vigorously each year
is the contract for the fast mail beWe are preparing to advertise in
tween Boston and New Orleans, and the Northwest, and if you want to
the main objection is against the secus and we
tion of the country Foie ho! Wash- sell your farm, list it with
too NORTH FIFTH STREET
ington.The men Who try to dim - think we can sell it for you. Try us.
mate the appropriation every year
Both Mass 3ss
overlook much larger contracts in the
Office hours $ to to a. m., r to a
Welt* West and on the Pacific slope
111-. Mionnof Tennessee, the ranking Manage: Real Estate Department, p. m. and 7 to g p. so.
Musa,.At on the House Postoffice Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Fmk,
Cornimittee. has a tusile each session
Room 3, Amer.-Gar. Nat. Bank.
with the fatter question, and doubttem he will be pretty busy during the
next session, for the postal situation
Architect and Superintendent.
is one that is apt to be most care401 Fraternity Building.
to
fully considered id the
asserntrie in December.
Old Phone age Red; New Phoebe p.

It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, &pat.

&AL ESTATE AGEArCY

J. K. HENDRICK.

J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.

Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.

NEW GOODS

DICIKE 11),BLACK

•

LAWYERS
Rooms r, a and 3 Register Build-

Fall and Winter OLIVER, QL1VER ing,
LAWYERS

4

4

•••••

wurrnattme.r.. pucka...ha

& McGREGOR

4.

523 1-2

Broadway.

Practice in all the courts of the

•

state. Both phones rt.
I

NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand

4,4

StoVes arzcl
4zUrtqittlArte.

Buy anything and sell everything.
Paducah
sib-sso Court street. Old phone 13111.
Steam Dye Works
Clem Franioli.

bigh
Life flour A. S.

DA_BNEY.

Moving wagon In COnsalledalt.

E.H. PI.JRY.Al2,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Robins 3 and 6 Register Building,
gee 1-41 BrOildliey, Paducah, Ky,
New Phone ago.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titlee,
insurance, Corporation and
Rail Estate Law.

--DENTIST—

Ueda toYarmers

7. B. harrison,

DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS

S. T. RANDLE

I.

CITY ATTORNEY

Attorney-at-Law.
Roes 13 and re Columbla Building,
Old Phone Tog.

•••••11.111•11111MINIMMEM19,

0. D. Schmidt

rt-rnirres*

What Gives a City a Bad Name.
(New York Pest.)
However discouraged the ontlinok
for better government in this city for
the next four years, it is gratifying
and encouraging to note that the
Movement for reformed municipal administration gees on apace elsesvhere
The Philadielphia City party, indorsed
by the Democrats, is vigorously at
wewle to elect its candidate for sberiff,
while Mayor Weaver and his counsel,
Jame, Gay Gordon, lire bringing the
ireniteee to book. In Denver. the
minipters, having closed up public
gamMing, have bandied together to
!empress, the flaunting vice which disgraces the city. In Kansas City a
similar movement is well under way.
In it dozen different cities, in fact,
is reform activity of one kind
in Lodisville, for inanother-4S
or
stanee, where there is now a City
Club, patterned after the New York
organization, as are the City Clubs
of Philadelphia and Chicago. The aim
in Louise-We as elsewhere is to insist
upon a business adeninistsatirm. People now realize that a corrupt city
arovernment not only demoralizes a
city, and gives it a bad name abreact.
hut affects its business interests and
retards kw growth.
Low Rates to California.
From Septendrer 15, to October 31,
the Illinois Central Railraad company will sell one-way teconel-olees
tickets to San Francisco, Los Angelee, San Diego, Cal., for $33.00.
J. T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C., Wasfield, T. A., Union Depot.
Has the Chills.
(St. Louis Republic.)
Stegoinyia fasciae' is t;ii against the
principle that he who lives by the
mooed must die by th'e sword. The little messengers, of malaria are themoelvee stifforing with chills.
at'
Gives One the Chills.
(Hawsville Plaindealer.)
A reasonable lie will do, hut whet
a man talks abort sliding down an
icicle Os fast that t e friction set his
pants on fire,
past bearing.

Dr. Stamper,
Dentist.

Office over Lendler & Lydon.
309 Broadway.

Padocah,

FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
3•04,m• tz and ti Columbia Bldg.
10,

PADUCAH. KY.

Kahlocky. J. C. Flournoy

6. W. Arnold

Cecil Reed

Dr. B. T. Hall

Dr. Childress

The real estate agents, hsw lingoes Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera, rata
worth of city property for sale and
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT dairtp-five farms: also the.. safes.
Nort hFifth, Both Phase us.
rent.
for
4,Homes
Raddlince too Clay, Old Phone alas
ace and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Telephone, old, 7863.
Columbia Building.
Phon roar _Red.

Taylor & Lucas.

•

R. T. LIGHTFOOT,

—LAWYLR—

LAWYERS.

NOTICE OF
CHARTER RE-EXTENSION.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Office of Comptroller of the Currency.

Both Phones 6ç—Rooms 203 and am WM practice in all courts of KenFraterity

ALDEN W. BARKLEY,

tucky end Illinois.

D. Sidney Smith

DENTIST.
Attorney-at-Law,
Washington, D. C., Oct. to, Noe.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
WHEREAS, by satisfactory exidence
Rockia No. e, Colarnbia Building.
Co, 3o6 Broadway.
presented to the undersigned it has
been made to appear that "The First
National Bank of Paducah," located
in the City of Paducah, in the CounDR. W. C. EUBANKS.
ty of McCracken and State of Ken(Homeopathist.)
TRUEHEAWT BUILDING.
tucky, has complied With all the proen"to
visions of the Act of Congress
Both phone en at the office, both Office, 3e6 Broadway—Phone 120.
able National Banking Associations phones eao at residenc. Office hours
Residence, are Broadway.
to extend their corporate existence, 7 to g a. m.; 1 to 3 p. m, 7 to p. in.
and for other purposes" approved July
Phase ran
12, 18?-2, as amended by the Act approved April 12, 11902;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the CurFIFTH
120 NORTH
07F1tE
rency, do hereby certify that "Th
First National Bank of Paducah," loTELEPHORES
cated in the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Ma In
2011
Kentucky, is authorized to have suc- Residence
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
cession for the period specified-!ft its
amendect articles of association; namely, until close of business on October
ro, teas
ATTORNRY-AT-LAW,
In testimony whereof wilnes% nW,
PADUCAH. VA'.
hand and seal of office this TentE day
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
General Practice.
of ibetober, Igoe.
Phone IA 440 1-2 Broadway,
WM. B. KIDGELY,sollaito Fraternity Building.
OBE A L)
Comptroller of the Currency. 011ee also Park litrto, Mayld Ky.
PADUCAH, NY.
Charter No. r5oes. Extmosioa Ne. 93e.
Dry Not Air Bathe slyest when in.
Subscribe for WM REIDISTRR, . dhotis'.
Subic:Um For The Register. ft.

4

Dr. B. B. Griffith

H.T.Rivers,M. D.

•

t'

Vernon Blythe

D.0.c)ARKsi Dr. J.

T. GILBERT

fa'

.

e•-•

011

GIB ON GIRL CREATOR
THE VICINITY IT WAS THRILLING Illinois Central Railroad
WILL DRAW NO LONGER.
TIME TABLES

'0
,
4

MASTERFUL PEN LAID ASIDE AT COST OF $65,000 A YEAR TO
GRATIFY ARTIST'S AMBITION TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN
' COLORS—WILL STUDY IN EUROPE.

it

4

(I

•
4
•

,4

4
4

11/

oo

Corrected Aug. 22nd, x9o5.

South Bound.
No. on
No. 103
NO. 121
The Hay Stack Murder Sensation of Drawn by Fast Moving Tug He Has Leave Cincinnati
8:2o a.m.
6:oo p.m.
More—
to
Mayfield Bobs Up Once
Slacken Speed and Apparatus
Leave Louisville
12:20 c1.111.
9:40 lam
7:25a.m.
Other Notes.
Settles in Water.
Leave Owensboro
6:30 p.m.
p.m.
*9:0oa.ra.
•
Leave Horse Branch
Charles Dana Gibson will draw no children, and now has determined to
3:4o
12:08 a.m.
:or
ja.tri.
Leave Central City
more in black and vaite. The origi- btwn all his bridges and set out with
1:o3 a.m.
3:55 Pan.
12.:309.M.
New York, Oct. 23.—In the Nrorth Leave Nortonville
(Fulton Leader, 23d.)
nator of -"the Gibson Girl" wants to his sohoo4books under his arm to
4:37 P.m.
1%40 a.m.
:28a.m.
We are eliably informed that $300 river, off Seventieth street, yester- Leave Evensville
enter a new field, and in &member study art in Europe. He is filled with
4:40 p.m.
8:3oa.m.
be %via sail for Europe to study art. the freshness and enthusiasm of a boy was placed in the Hickman...bank day afternoon, 2,000 New Yorkers Leave Hopkinsville
:2oa.m.
As a friend expresses it, "he has about it, and Plans a year ie Spain, a Saturday as a supplementary reward saw one of the most thrilling spec- Leave Princeton
6:40
5:
25
2:27 a m.
235p.m.
boirglit his tilbedben," and, realizing year in France, and a year in Italy; to the $5oo offered by the common- tacles in the history of ballooning. Arrive lasflucah
3:40 a.m.
ea5p.m.
From the open roadway leading to Leave Paducah
"that he has reaohed his limit in, black as he describes it, to let every influ- wealth for the apprehension of Em6:45 Pam
3:45 a.m.
4:201:on.
and white" he has detided upon this ence play upon him. He does not met Roatlis assassin, making a tol the dock, after ball a dozen ludicrous Arrive Fulton
7:55 p.m.
6:oep.m.
4:50
$800.
tal
of
'know
failures,
freeGihsion's
a rickety, creaking, fragile Arrive Gibbs, Tenn,
what 'his medium will be or
step. The cost of•Mr.
8:31 p.m.
5:17 a.m.
dom will be about $6,s,000 a year, th 'how long he will be in the primary 'Yesterday morning at 8 o'clock at aeroplane rose into the air as if pro- Arrive Rives
8:39 pan.
5:23 a.m.
amount of income that he will sac-ri- class learning the alphabet, but 'he be-,l bio home near the Normal College, pelled from the muzzle of a cannon. Arrive Jackson
7:15 a.m.
heves enough in himself, in his ca- Dudley Newton, a well respected To t'ae centre, enmeshed in piano Arrive Memphis
ce.
10:30 p.m.
8:15 a.m.
"My nand is made tys;" Mr. Giloen pacity for bard woe-la:and study, to be young man of South Fulton, died of wire, girders and guys and a work Arrive New Orleans
11:oo
8:15 p.m.
8:3op.rn.
sold, ae be atoodi at the boor of las willing to make a big bet, as lie ex- paralysis following a prolonged ill- of frail bamboo poles, clung the aten•
ness
of
typhoid
fevers
The
pommel
ant,
deceased
it,
that
His
he
out.
C
will
win
K. Hamilton, a young Texan.
Carnegie Halt studlo. "I have done
North Bound.
No. 102
No. toa
No. 122
hat I set out to do in my chosen whiote attiiude—realieetion that he had been married but a short flhne With hands and- legs outstretched Leave New Orleans
7:10
p.m.
and
his,
death
comes
has
like
as
iock
a
reached
a
great
his
lima
giant
and
in
black
monkey,
man and ma- Leave
sphere, and dow I am free to do the
Memphis
6:5o a.m.
chine went up, propeled by nothing,
work I want to do. When I sail in white, that while he slight continue to to his bereaved wife and relatives.
Leave Jackson, Tenr.
io:io p.m
Last
night
about
6
make
niony
o'clock
but
he
Mr.
drawn
G.
would,
at
with
a
do
so
a
rope
attached to Leave Rives
November with my wife arid children
9:42 am,
11:58 p.m.
I will be virtually on vacation. I do sacrifice of his artistic sell-I-meet-- H. Beansford, one of Fulton's most the stern bitts of a tugboat, which, Leave Gibbs
9:15 p.m.
not mean by this that I shall be idle. ate fhe picture it gave me of his pronairwnt citizeme, was waylaid, far out in the river, was heading Leave Fulton
9 48 a
10:10
aj
12:35 a.m.
6:ooa.nos.Qs the contrary, I will be very busy, inanities. and selflrestraint during knocked in the helad and robbed in clown stream as fast as its kicking Arrive
Paducah
11:20
1:43 a.m, a
7ooa.m.
but I will be following my own ideals, the past twenty years, has increased the back yard of his home in East screw could send it.
Paducah
11:25 a.m.
.m.
Fulton and left iniconecious from a
t:4 a.m.
my respect for him a hundredfold.
7:5oaan.
arid not working to order.
Arrive Princeton
I239 p
terrible wound which his asoailant in3:at arm.
"It
to
is
:hard.,
distance,
at
this
Monkey.
Like
a
9:29a.m.
"For six nsoritha have been workArrive Hopkinsville
9
45:::::5
44310
905
331
make clear what a fine thing I think flicted upon the back of (ii, tread with
The
throng
ashore
its
breath.
he'd
ing in cob" and I find that I can6
1 0
5 •m
a brick. Mr. Bratisford was just re- The aeroplane sheered, ..and rocked Arrive Evansville
m
not continue to dmw in line anti give he is doing, or to describe the fine
turning from feeding some pigs and like a boy's kite in a gak. One hun- Arrive Nortonvilk
1:28 p.m.
admixture
humility
with
a
re
pride
of
to:35.a.m.
ta.piinting.
give
want
to
the time 1
2;3
05 pp.m.
Which, he leaves
behind what for was but a few steps from: his back dred, two, three hundred feet it Arrive Central City
a.m.
II :36a.M.
In Ant TI am obit So do as I please
3:00 p.m.
most men would have be-en a satisfy- porch when he was struck down by soared, creaking and cracking. No Arrive Horse Branch
12:55p.m.
I
I anaemia myself moot fortunate.
ing success, and starts, When nearly the miscreant and his pockets rifled spider in.. a broken web ever strove Arrive Owensboro
p.m.
8:15 a.m.
4:55
4:55Pala a
may be abroad a year. I may remain
forty, on an absolutely unknown of all their contents. It was not un- mode dreneoately to hold for a few Arrive Louisville
7:50 a.m.
two years, or three, I do not know.
Arrive Cincinnati
9:15 pale
road. Quite independent of What the til 30 minutes later that an old negro minutes of :ife than did Hamilton.
11:55 a.m.
I have not mapried out the minor
results may be, I think it is an in- man, Who does chores on the place,
As
the
machine
right,
the
dived
to
details of the nsove I have decided
spiritidg exanaile, and if this hasty was passing through the yard and the pale-faced tad in the meshes of
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
upon. I will stay just as long as I
note conveys any of the warmth of stumbled upon the prostrate form of the aeroplane jumped to the left,
(North sound.)
(South Bound.)
feel that I am approaching more nearmy appreciation ef it will not have his employer, who had bled' proftesely and vice versa. Not an instant, from
No. 306. N0. 374.
ly to nhe ideals I have set up in aw
No. 305. No. 375.
and was to all appearances dead. the ground until it began slowly to Lv. Paducah....
been altogether useless.'
heart, I want to reach the limit of
z2:e0p.m. 4:2op.m. Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.rn. 9:40tatnbeing
After
removed
the
house,
to
"I suppose be has," was the reply,
settle into the waters of the river Ar. Carbondale.. 4:25p.m. 8
my possibilities in color.
2:50a.m. 6:eap.m.
:401)
Lv.
"except that I dan't begin to beer ve pleysiciaro were sent for and upon did that frantic battle for equilib- Ar. Chicago
5:30a.m. 8
Lv. Carbondale. 11:40a.1fl. 7:o5a.m.
"First, I will go to Spain. After a the compliments he pays me."
examination pronounced the wounded rium and life in the aeroplane cease. Ar. St.
Louis
8:05p.rn. 7:oaa.m. AT. Pada:IL.... 3:33p.m. II:ocean.
time in that eminent I v.ila visit Italy,
Mr, Gibson is a native of Roxbury, man badly hurt, but not enough to Voices that had cheered this daring
and from Italy I wall go to France. I Massa where he yaks born in 1867. cause great alarm. Mir. Bransfordi is aeronaut at the first dart into the air
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
know that I will not return to Amer- The "Gibson Girl" relieved a place resting better today and said thatalre -ere stilled. Dozens of .women turn-.
ica before next summer, but I will for hem* as soon as she made her bad only a few drillers in his pockets
(North
Bound.)
(South Bound.)
ed from the sight as Hamilton waved
certainly visit my home then, and if bow to the public.
to1-8o1
122-822
I36-836
135-835
Among his at the time of the robbery.
in and out of his cage with the agilI continue my studies abroad I will sketches those depicting "The EducaHoplcineville tt:mato 6:4caan.
Cbicago.... 6:20p.m. 9:45a•m.
ity of a frightened monkey.
.
get back once a year at least."
Lv. Princeton., 2:35p.m. 7:45a.m. ov. at. Louis .. 9:40p.m. 21503u.
(Mayfield Monitors 23d.)
tiori of Mr. Pipp," "The Americans,'
"Have you chosen the =seers un- "A Widbw and Her Friends," and
Ar. Paducah.... easpars. 9m5a.rn. Lv. Caro.......- 6:osa.m. 6:aop.rn.
Mk. J. Festus Gary. anti Miss Ruth
Had to Slow Down.
der whom you wilt studyr Mr. Gib- "The Special Ladder," hav been most Malone were united in mariviage at
When the aeroplane had reached a Lv. Paducah.... 7:oopan. 9:3oa.m. Ar. Paducah.... 7 uani.
:topan.
son was asked.
8:38p.m. itaoa.m. Lv. Paducah.... :soom. 8:zspanSunday afternoon, the point estimated at 350 feet, a ferry Ar. Cairo
iChapel
successful.
/ '1 have not. There is plenty of time
pastor, Rev. A. S. Castleberry, per- boot got its the course of the tug and Ar. St Louis
7:08a.M. 5:oop.m. Ar. Princeton .. 9:29a.m. 9:543P.M
for that."
forming the ceremony.
Left-Hand Artists.
a:05a•na 9:3olana Ar. Hopkinsvilk
:000.111.
convened that craft to veer up tr. Chicago
That M. Gibson is fbereughty in
Mr. Lester Usher,son of "i.sq. J. WL stream. That left the cranky thing
earneo ate that the step he has takTo that list of left-handea artists rsher. and Mist Lilian Alexander, in the air without propelling power, Train, marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. Al) other trains run
en in refusing to renew the contracts may be added litr. F. M. Townsend5 among the most prominent young and it gradually settled.
As the rope daily. Trains 103 and ma curry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Ilhat bring him in anywhere trims the deft draughtsman in black and pelopit in the Farmingtorr section, became slack
it fell sldwly with birds Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor and 102 Sleepers between Louisville,
ids,oco to $751000 a year 4 the tesult whits, who has lately become art -ed- were united in marriage at the iheserie like, swinging motion
from left to Mamciais and New Orleans. Trains 8oi and 822 sleepers between Paducah
of no *mitten setins, but the offspring itor of Punch. But Ur. Townsend is of the bride's parents, Dr. and Mrs. right into
the river. Launches, sail- and St. Louie. For farther information, address
of desies long Cherished. was Proved one of the "semi-left-b
anded." And W. P. Alexander, Sunday afternoon. ing boats, tug', row boats and yatchtsi
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
by tis every word and treater..
of these there are more than y mt. The remains of Frank Yerang, who wade for the aeroplane and. iescued
GB). C. WARF1ELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
"1-bete's nothing more for me to might seppose. Many of us, on was trilnet in Tennessee last Polley, the
Texan.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
tell you," he said, when be had mode watching ourseaves, will find that
on were brought to Mayfield at nichight
"I got au-ay with it," were his
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
the bare annoencernent that he timeline this or that excesian we use the left Saturday night, and were buried at first woods, "but I'll never- know just
S.
G. HATCH, G. P. A., Clioago, IIL
to go abroad to study art. "I've
hand when the ;light would be ex- the cemetery Sunday afternoon. how I did it."
C. C. WCARTY, D. P. A. St. Louis, Mo.
come to a point vAiere I have peeted.
"It was the most exciting experiMr. Townsend draws with Frank Young was about seventeeen
• enough to talie care of my family his left hand, but he
deals cards with years of age, and was raised in this ence I have had in five years of batand educate my children, and I feel his
right. This writer, being in all onamty, hie parents residiag near /noting, and I want no more of it."
that if I can do better pork in broad- other
litany of those who: tow yesterrespects right-handed, deals Hommel church, east of town. He
er fields' by giving a few years to cards
day's spectacle, declared they would
with the left. The real equal- kit hoot a train.
study I can do so."
It is mid that there will be some never look at another of its rharity between the hands would proba"WhIll your friends see nothing of bly
be established from many exper- startling dime/opt:vents in the straw atter.
your ;work while you are abroad?" he iences
stark murder case before many days,
—London Chronicle
was asked.
as,infaretation from a reliable direcCannot as Czar of the House.
"That deposits," he replied "As I
tion bas promised' such Sunday night
toia you, I am not to be idle, but am
the officer at Kuttawa telephoned to
(St. Louis Republic.)
going to do the work I want to ors
Chief MeNutt that a man in that
Ex-Speaker Joseph G. Cannon of
If anybody want* the work I want to
had manifested his desire to the fifty-eighth congress is not yet
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
do, I are you I will be very glad
give\ out some valuable information elected speaker of the fifty-ninth. His
of it. If nobody ,wants it, then I am SUFFERINGTHESUREPENALTY about hflayfieldai moo mysterious friends
take it for granted that he EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE VUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
afraid there won't be much of it we trairder and Chief McNutt told the of- lei!l be, and as no ether Repnblican
for a while."
Wealth Thies TAM Is Restored br Lydte ficer to question the =nand find out
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDiaR TO MATCH
M. Phaltheraiis Vegetable compound. what he knew. The man des/revs of candidate for the office -has yet apMr. Gibson talked with the unafpeared', they may be right.
fected happiness of she schoolboy
P0,12 THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLOtelling something of the murdeaawas
But if the majority in the new
flow many women do you know who in hfayfielel
who has paseed his "exams" in the
ae
the
time
and
is
}imblouse
of
Representatives
desires
to
perfectly well and strong? We
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE. SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
preparatory school and is about keen- are
bear every daythe name story over and posed to know mm' than Ins ever exercise its constitutional right of
ter ooege. It is said that he has over agate. "I do not feel well; lam been told. The chief will look into
/
2e PER SINGLE ROLL,
0
tratine on bills without hose dictation, ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY t1
been drawing $25.o0o a year from ao tired all the dine t"
the matter a once.
it will reject Mk. Cannon or sput a
BEAUTIFUL
$acadho from Life, and that
emit) on the usurpations of control- OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND
the Yoyaltiee from the boob of
(Mlayfield hfessengeo 234.)
over the House which have clraracter- DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, roc, 15c, 20C
=
-hes that be publi bed ever year
Mr. I.Ona Royal. in the eastern ized every Republican speaker since
at least $2o.000. •
part of the county had the misfortnne Reed was put into the chair at the AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL.PRTCES
In Iasi weeek'r issue Collier's
of toeing his twin babies, within the beginning of Harriece's: aderrinictraWeekly printed this editorial:
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INaRATN3
peat few dlays.
tion.
"It seem. almost averedible that we
it was reported here today that Dr.
The extent of Mir. Cannon's ustir'pasaw:Add be bidding Ma. Gibson fareAND—EVERY CONSIEVa.Ar.:_a: i•
D. I'. Stanford and Dr. Lampkine en- tam is pointedly illustrated in a DESIGNS IN CORIllitE
well: it seems unbelievable that this.
gaged in' a fight at Milbarn. The dif- Woehrington s peela I t ria the Rkl'iniond
hie tenth, rhouhil be his last book of
ficulty came up over a telephone Dr. Dispatch which recites that President OR AND DOVELY AFFRINGiaD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
sketches, and that the present issue
Lampkins was considerably cut on Roosevelt is heartily in favor of an COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS sin
should be the last 'Gibson number'
the right side, below the stomach, by arllequate appropriation for the Jamesthat we may promise to our readers.
Dr. Stanford. Both are prominent town Exposition and/ will strongly JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE'Yet it is all true. Mr. Gibson is going
citizens of Milburn and the affair recommend it in his forthcoming
STGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
abroad'. He is going to 'study art.
created quite a good deal of excite- meesage, diet two-thirds
of the House
The master goes to the OM World to
ment.•
will vote favorably on a bill making OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINlearn from other meateni.
It was
appropriation if they are allowed
such
three yeare ago Mat Collier's made a
Wernao**ii Superiority,\
to vote an it at all; but that Cannon DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING_Abi DROOPING
font year contraca. with)dir. Gibson.
Prof. Chamberaiin, of Clack Uni- has always been hostile to
More than likely you speak the same
the expo- PAPERS. .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
his dra.wings have been appearing in words yourself, and no doubt you feel versity, has figured out that women
sition and it is feared his opposition
thew pages regularly ever since. We tar from well. The came maybe easily have a whole lot more ability than
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL i'REAT YOU RIGHT AND
Will defeat it.
believed they would continue to ap- traced to souse derint of the fe- men. Following is his little list:
The
fear
is
well
founded.
Under
male
whisk
itself in
pear for a long time, for another year
"As an actor she has greater abit- the Reed rules, which Henderson and GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY,
gibl
ati
ore to go
at least. Rut Mir. Gibson has become
ity
and more frequently, shows it.
es CIS
. backache,
Cannon have made worse, the speakconvinced that he her done all that bearinedown
"She is noticeably better in adap- er ankt his committee on Tniek are
nervlie, within him in the sphere that hag oneness, Misil•eastseds,IPocsa,
tability.
masters of the H'ente, and more powThese symptoms are but warnings
made him famous."
"She is much more charitable—in erful than the president. The mathat
there
is
danger
ahead,
and
unless
In the same issue Was an article by
money matters.
jority of the HOU:Se is powerless so
heeded a life of suffering or a serious
Robert W. Chambers; entitled 'Ave'operatlbn
"Under reasonable opportunities gorg as it consents to wear the speakis the inevitable result
Attue Vale, Gibson."
The article
Tbe never-faiths/remedy for an these she is more gifted at diplomacy-.
er's collar, and allows him to gag it
-quotes a letter from a friend of Mn
Is Lydia W. Pinkham's Veg"She has great genius in politics.
by tig'hiteriing the collar whenever it
Gibson, regarding his decision which etable rompound. •
"She more commonly has executive pleases bins to sloop.
Miss Hate McDonald,of Wood
. bridge/ ability.
says
it was mewed intended in the or"A little over a week ago. otri Gib- W. J., writes:
"Her }raring is more acute.
ganization of our govcr11Ment that
Dear
Mrs.
son's return fronODark Harbor. I had
"Her imaginationis greater.
the epeakee should be the' Whole
"Ilkiakia
l4a7=naturally dislikes to
truncheon with him, and, although.
"Her intuition is greater.
mho bar
to the public,
House, and the voters of the several
have known hint fafrly well for five restorsd health
meantse much to ens
"Her memory is better.
conoreseional anstrirts dlo not choose
tagrano for thee
six vo-s. slid have alwave liked
Her patience is greater.
representatives for tlw purapse of
of other
toki sea
lite I never before bad each araop- " au
"Her preceptions are more rapid.
=
having their free action nullified by
with a
PADUCAH. K
prritunity of seeing his real self.
THIRD ST
"She has greater religious devotion.1 his autocratic dictum. •
which
nide
ass
a
"For twenty years, he said, he has'
"Her
sacrifice
instinct
is
for
I would
We shall sat sorry spectacle, flerbeen working to get in the position
greater.
ing the coming session if the House
in which he finds himself today. Dur- oared ma,
"She, bears pain more heroicallly.
re.'nacts the Reedal-fend-Term-CanIasi it
ing that time he may have- appeared I
"Her sympathy is greater.
wieM
non rules.
it *a
to many of his friends to have been
"She has greater tact.
,
It you are tu. doe% hesitate to get a
'working with Money as too immediate bottlig Lydia IL Pinkhanas "Vegeta
"She lias more acute taste.
It is announced from New Yolk
a toaster, but Se has now bought his Ma
pound at once, and write to
"She has greater vitality.
that the bar of the city is almost sonfreedom, has put aside'enourah to take ides.nkham,Lynn. Mass., for special
"She has more fluency in the loWer i•y for- Jerome for ire-election as
advim—it
is
free
and
always
belpfuL 'forms of speech."—Pittebtog Gantt*.
Nei of his fertility and educate his
district attorney.
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PROWLING THIEF MURDER- A DARING TEXAN IN RICKETY
OUSLY ASSAULTS A RESIIAEROPLONE GOES BALDENT OF FULTON,
LOONING.

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

C.C.LEE

Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
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TAKE A
BILE CAPSULE.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT

MTHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
Weeldnesday Motaing, Oct. 25, 1905.

LOCAL NEWS

PEOPLE THE KENTUCKY POMO'
TELEPHONE 548.

Attorney Let D. Tarelkeld has r et ur ned; from Stnithland.
Deputy Warden Jesse Olive, of the
Eddlysible penitentiary, was hereattesteriday.
Mr. Porter Adams, the linotype operator, left last night for Meridian,
Mika., to locate.
Mrs. Rev. B. W. Bass has returned
Irons visiting in Lexiagton, Ky., and
a
a.
Chicago. Ill.
Mr. George C. Wallace and J.
Campbell Flournoy leave today for
Atlanta., Ga.
Mrs,. Josit Ross, of Riverside, Cal.,
will today return home after visiting
relatives here.
airs. Lucille Landon, of Mayfield,
is here to attend the Carney-Cassen
wedding.
•
erclay
,Mr. Al Biahop and wife yest
went to Louisville.
Lawyer Wi V. Eaton went to Chicago bast night
Route Agent C. M. Fisher, of the
Southern Express company, was here
yesterday atom. Nashville.
Mr. Harry G. Tandy, of F-rankfort,
arrived here last evening.
M. P. Thompson, of the steamier
Geongia Lee, is here visiting his family on Jackson street.
Masters Mechanic R. J. Turnbull, of
the Illinois Central, went to Evansville yet
y.
Miss Salli‘e Thomas, of Louisville,
is here to attend the CarneyCassell
wedding. She is the guest of Miss
Maude Anderson of South Fourth.
Miss Sarah Weeks has returned
from Gracey, Ky., where she attends
ed the nuariage of Mess Cuthbert
Roach of there to Mr. Singleton
Hiodfge of Princeton.
Mr. Matt Carney, of Chicago, arrived yeiterday to attend the wedding today of his sister, Miss Elizabeth Carney, and Mr. J. Evan Cass-ell.
Mas. V. H. Thompson leaves this
morning for Bowling- Green to attend the state meeting of the Daughters of the Confederacy. She will be
accompanied by her daughter, Miss
Adah Thompson.
Miss Dora Hayden and Mir. Claude
Allen Thomas and Miss Delia Ma.y
Turner and Mr. Wins It Hayden, of
Fancy Farms, Graves county, passed
tbmiugh here yesterday en route home
fin_sileatitO, where they went and
tIgISA it being a double wedding
at the Cairo courthouse Judge Dewey
offiating.

SATURDAY OCT 28
MATINEE AND NIGHT.

Great Barlow
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LOST—Lady's seal ring engraved
"R. H. C." Return to Carnegie library. Reward.
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire zoi8 Trimble street.

MINSTRELS

room
FOR
RENT—Furnished
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
J. A. COBURN, Owner and Manager.
Everything new this season.
WANTED—Room and board, priSee the beautiful patriotic ensemble.
vate family, by gentleman and wife.
Good location essential. G., care Register.

"The Admiral's Jubilee"
The latest in Song and Story.
Real, interesting presentation of life
aboard an "American Mant-of-War."
—:—s5--WHITE ARTISTS-35:—
EVERY PROMISE FULFILLED..
New Comedians
New Singers
New Jokes
New Songs
,New Novelties
New Stories
New Specialties and Exclusive
Vaudeville Features.
BIG STREET PARADE AND
CONCERT.
PRICES—Matinee—a5c and soc.
Night-25c, 35c, 50C and 75C.
Seats on sale Friday.

Mrs. E. L. Whiteside*, osteopath,
, 6o9 I-2 Broadway; Phones, Old z434
and New 761.
., Edwin Paxtou is recovering
fvts 'has, spell of fever Which has
kept him coafined the past month at
home on Jefferson street.
Miss Ethel Brooks is much better.
Sbe has been ill three weeks with
malaria fever .
The drizzling rain that started in
Monday night continued all of yesterday, last night and until this morning at press time, 3 o'clock.
The trustees of Carnegie library
leave decided to give the librarian and
assistant one-half day off each week,
because of the dose confinement in
which they are kept from 8:30 a. mi.
until 8:30 p. m. each day.
'. and Mrs. Waker Leigh, a
West Harriaon, have a new boy at
. their house.
Mr and Mrs. John Wanner, of
a Fourth and Ohio streets, are the parents of a fine girl baby. This makes
Colonel Frank Kiitvhboff grandpa
again.
4
Tompoirooie afternoot the Magazine
doh will! meet with Mrs. Robert B.
'Phillips at her residence in Arcadia.
The dance intended fbr this evening at the Pahner by the Cotillion
next,
club will not be given until
Tuesday evening. A confusion of
dates massed the announcement of
same for tonight.
The board of works will hold its
—Jahn Griffin, colored, was arrestregular weekly meeting this afternoon ed this morning at t o'clock by- Offiat their quarter in the City Hall.
and Cross and locked up.
Mayor Yeiser yesteirday comrelidarky who engaged in a
mencecj nwwing his family in from fight in Boyd's alley several nights
their country home in Arcadia, and ago +and got cut by. Will Childress,
expects to be in town by tomorrow shag "YeDow Boy," who has already
and take up their abode for the cold been caught 'and whose case comes
months at his winter home on North up for trial this morning.
Fourth near Monroe streets.
Thi, evening the Marine Engineers
We have e'm to sell—you want Beneficial association No. 24 will bokl
'em-5-A Plush Robes, $2.50 to $10. theiir fifth annual social at their hall
Qi Bmadway.
Powell-Rogers Co.

rmiret

THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE s48.

FOR SALE—Several pieces of mahogany library furniture, also hard
coal stove. Apply at 227 North
Ninth street.
WANTED—By Chicago wholesale
and mail order house, assistant manager (man or woman) for this county
and adjoining territory. Salary $30
and expenses paid weekly; expense
money advanced. Work pleasant;
position permanent. No investment
or experience required. Write at
once for fun particulars and enclose
self-addressed envelope. Thomas J.
Cooper & Co., 133 Lake street, Chiaago, Ill.

THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.

MONDAY moGN 30
KANE, SHIPMAN & COLVIN
PRESENT

MATINEE AND

TO-NIGHT

ALBERTAI CALLATIII

FORTUNE
TELLER"

'COUSIN KATE'

WITH

President Yesterday Visited
Points on His Tour.
Montgomery, Ala.., Oct. 24.—When
the presidpent *ft here this mos-ring
to continue his tour of the state of
Alabama, a busy day confroqted hiari
His program for the day included
visit to Tuaitegee. the home of tb
famous institute for negro**, a
turn trip to Montgomery and a visit
to Berating/tem, at all of which places
speeches hod to be made.
At 6 o'clock this evening the president's traits left Birmingham for Litt
tie Rock, Ark.
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HORSE OUTFITTERS
Retail Department Corner Fourth and Jefferson
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HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT
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A BIG ASSORTMENT TO SELECT FROM.
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Think of a solid Oak Guitar for $0.951111
WHAT -DO YOU
THINK OF THIS? We will furnish you a fine guitar or mandolin
and a Oahe of 25 lessons by a fine teacher for $13.50, payable $3.ao
a month.

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT,
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USE KEVIL'S

lirietocrat flour

GRACE ORR MYERS

BIG SINGING‘SHOW.
6o—SELECTED ARTISTS-6o
Prices: Night, 25, 35, so, 75, $t and
St 5o. Matinee: so, 75, and Si.
STILL MOVING
THROUGH SOUTH, Seats on sale l'Unsday at 9 a. we.

liaTh

line of GENUINE
We desire to call MIS MINI la to cur
WHITMAN SADDLE, UMW IIIRIVEtiO HARNESS, ENGLISH RIDING BRIDLE), 1•11111AI1 CROPS, GENUINE
HOLLY DRIVING WHIPS Old FANCY HORSE BLANKETS

F.

The Magnificent Alice Neilsen
$4o,000 Production of

The London and New York Comedy
'"THE
Success

BY
HUBERT HENRY DAVIS
Direct from Hudson Theatre, N. Y.
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 75, $1 and flap.
Seats on sale Saturday at 9 a. m.

To Patrons of the Ilork i
Show

CUTTING CHARGE.
Case

The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.

Against "Yellow Boy" Wm
Continue Uatil Today.

'Yesterday morning the
poace
mart ahem was continued =ea tocave cheering Will Childress,
- s "Yellow Boy" with cutting Jahn
Griffin in llorylYs alley. Both are col-
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Che Buffet •

107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Jerry Davis, colored, was twiti to
the grand juny on the charge of obtaining money under fa/se pretenses,
and then released on his own bond
YOU ARE IN ffir/TED TO A
of 8300.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES
Ed Jee.ffries was fined $3 for figbtHOMING PIGEONS.
iing A. Perkins, while the latter was
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
disenisseed
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
They Made Return Trip Home ia
Greek was up for the second
Remarkably Good Tithe .
breach of the peace charge against
• hirr% and same left open after partial
_a
Yesterday morning Mr. Danes
evidence was taken.
\Vieille received a letter front Min
Albert Webster, of - Linton, Ind,
Money in Timber Lands.
who stated that the homing pigeons
Fortunes have beat made and can
eeleased here in Paducah Sunday by
easily be made today by buying ArMk. Wleille, arrived at the Webster kansas
rich river bottom langs, heavhome in four hours and eighteeen
covered with timber, at a nominal
ily
minutes This is a good record, conprice, holding the ?and for a few years
sidering it is nearly 200 miles front
and
then selling the timber at twice
here to Linton. Mr. Webster also
the land and timber both
price
the
sent Ma. Weille a pair of the fine
cost
and
then
have the- land cleared
pigeons and made him a present of
'TIS RICH IN FLAVOR. 'TIS CHARMING AND A HEALTH
times the original
and
sell
it
for
five
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE
same. Their pefligree accompanied
sometimes ten
price
and
pm-chnee
YOU GO ELSEWHERE.
PROMOTING BEVERAGE; A DRINK THAT WILL NOT INEBRIthem, and showed they come from
times the cost. We have a proposifast flying stock.
tion of this kind in 1,600 acres of
ATE. IT SOOTHES AND COM FORTS THE AGED AND NERVES
VI•1•111,
land
in Arkanoos at Only $3.50 per
RAILROAD FATALITIES GROW.
THE ARM OF THE WARRIOR I N
BATTLE. COME, TASTE
acre. One-third cash, balance t and 2
land when
Washington, Oct. 24.--During the years, at 6 per cent. This
AND SEE.
ALL THIS WEEK AT
acre per
per
clear
will
rent
for
$5.cio
twelve months ended June ao, 1905,
particulars
on
request.
year.
Full
886 persons were killed and 13,783 injured as the result of accidents on EGAR W. WHITTEMORE REAL
ESTATE AGENCY.
railroad trains. according to a report
of the interstate commerce commis- Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
sion issued today. Comparison with
—Butcher John Theobald has noti1004 shows nit increase of eleven killWe Write Anything in Insurance
fied
the police that several mornings
ed and 4,123 injured among passengers, while the namber of employes ago he hang his vest on the honk Office 306 Broadway
Phones: Office 385—Resi4ence 1696
killed shows a decrease of to6. There behind his market honse 'stall and
were t,aat colliaions and 1,535 derail- proceeded to sell hie meth, when on
Dr. 'Allard D. Sanders has remova
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
merits, of which 163 coliseions and taming around someone had stolen
IT IS A BLEND OF THE FIN EST COFFEES GROWN. A RARE
assessment ends the ed his office from the Truehearta
si‘litior
Last
and
all.
his
chain
vest,
gold
watch,
168 derailments affected passenger
building to his residence, 318 South
TREAT—TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT.
Mayor Dunne, of Chicago, is going 28th of October, 1905.
trains. The damage to cars, engines
Sixth
street, opposite court house.
nipectfully,
on
and roadway by these accidents to submit the question of saloons
Assessor.
K,
City
i lb SEALES AIR TIGHT CANS 35e; 3 lb
He
people.
of
the
to
a
vote
Sunday
amounted to 52410,671.
CANS 8i oo•
5-4 Horse Blankets are the best.
says he will abide'by the decision
BAKER, ECCLES & CO DISTRIBUTORS.
Register.
Sold
by Powell-Rogeas Co.
question.
The
the
people
on
of
the
Subscribe For The Register.

W. C. Gray, proprietor.

Free Demonstration
OF

Cheek-Neal Coffee Company's
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Maxwell House Blend Coffee
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At W.Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH,KY.

1

L. L. BEBOUT

L B. Oqilvie & Co

General Insurance Agency
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FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
•

Sherrill-Russell Luntber Co.
INCORPORATED.

Both 'Phones 295.
•
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